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From the President
To be successful the Young Surveyors
initiative will need support of employers to
enable your Young Surveyors to participate
and I would ask for your cooperation.
If you would like to become involved
please contact Gary.
This is an unusual start to my article, but I
would like to get it out first so if you stop
reading the important point has been
made. Now please read on.
At the start of May, I was fortunate enough to participate at FIG working
week in Christchurch, more comments on the FIG Working Week
later in this article, but I would say going to these functions opens
your mind and highlights to me ISV is not alone in our undertakings.
This edition is also the last of Keith Bell’s trilogy, where Keith gives
us his thoughts, insight of the future and what other jurisdictions are
doing. My time at the FIG Working Week has confirmed to me the
relevance of Keith’s comments.
At this time I would like to acknowledge the past work of ISV
committee, the STF and Raising the Professional Profile to place ISV
in a position where we can develop new initiatives.
I am pleased to say the ISV Board has recently taken action in a
number of areas outlined by Keith, such as tertiary training of
surveyors, collaboration of like minded organisations and the
mobilisation of young surveyors.
First we had the STF: one of its aims is to increase the intake of
students commencing tertiary surveying qualifications. I hope that our
new Young Surveyors Group (YSG) initiative will continue to build on
the STF’s work. The YSG will be led by young surveyors and student
representatives at Board level, with the key aim “to provide mutual
support for surveyors entering tertiary courses, selecting survey
streams, gaining employment, and obtaining their registration as
Licensed Surveyors”.
We continue to have discussions with both the University of Melbourne
and RMIT University on these and other new initiatives. I believe both
organisations see a refreshed value of a strong partnership with ISV
on the delivery of land surveying education at the tertiary level.
ISV’s Strategic Plan recognises the importance of having a voice
which represents the view of surveyors on issues which impacts on
them. State based legislation often dictates much of what we do
and ISV is constantly developing the surveyors perspective on those
issues. Recently Land Surveyors have moved to reform as Institution
Surveyors Tasmania, Western Australian Institution of Surveyors
(WAIS) and Queensland Surveyors and Spatial Association (QSSA).
It has become evident that the “surveyors perspective” is not being
represented at a national level through the current structures.

Australasian surveyors would have significant influence at a national
government level.
ISV’s Gary White has commenced working with other representatives
from Surveyors Institutions and Consulting Surveyors across Australia
to put meat on the bones following our initial meeting.
Office Accommodation - We have concluded the purchase of the
new office at 206/370 St Kilda Road. It has been achieved to avoid a
double shift and expensive short term rental following the termination
of our tenure at North Melbourne. The new arrangement is already
having a positive impact on the delivery of services to our members.
Well done to Gary and all the others involved.
Back to FIG working week in Christchurch.
I would like to congratulate the notable contributions from Victorian
surveyors : - Amazing keynote speakers and concepts, including a keynote
presentation from former Surveyor-General Victoria Keith Bell.
- Michael Allsopp's presentation of the joint paper co-authored
with Tom Champion & Scott Jukes on Raising the Profile of the
surveying profession.
- Behnam Atazadeh, Mohsen Kalaantari, Abbas Rajabiford, Tom
Champion and Serene Ho paper on the power of BIM for 3D
Stratified Ownership
FIG have an amazing focus on young surveyors. FIG’s acknowledge
of the importance, and the effort they put in to this group, reminds
me of the need for our own group to be successful. (My first point)
The largest Commission and members is the Cadastral interest. The
concept of surveyors being the prime name as an all-inclusive name
whether it be land, quantity and building and spatial information and
the common thread to draw them together (USA a little nebulous)
but worked for everyone involved at FIG.
Doug Gow LS MISVic
ISV President

ISV North Central Regional
Group – Student Bursary
The lSV North Central Group is now extremely pleased
to invite any Northern Victorian surveying student who is
undertaking tertiary education to apply for our Student Bursary.
The North Central Group has set aside a total $1000 pa to be
directed to this award. The award will be distributed in $500
amounts and the successful applicants are to use this money
for their use in surveying education expenses.

In taking the opportunity of the gathering at FIG, discussions have
been held with like minded organisations to form a collaboration
to Research, Educate, Advocate and Lead (REAL) the surveyors
perspective on specific issues which impact all surveyors.

Candidates should electronically submit a concise
resumé containing a brief autobiography, their course
details and progress, career intentions etc. to ISV via the
Executive Officer.

As a single entity it is hard to advocate and have influence on National
and International issues; as Keith points out the training of surveyors
at a tertiary level is one, consistency on the implementation of NBN
and the new Dynamic Datum are other issues where a view from

The lSV North Central Group will examine these
submissions and determine the bursary recipients.
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The Cadastral Surveying Profession:
PART 3

Considerations for Sustainability and Growth – a Trilogy.
Keith Clifford Bell, LS, FISV

The third instalment of a three-part paper, The Cadastral
Surveying Profession: Considerations for Sustainability and
Growth – a Trilogy, by Keith Clifford Bell, LS, FISV.

The Next Generation of Surveyors
- Understanding the Millennials
Attracting school leavers to undertake surveying university courses
is proving to be increasingly difficult. It is also difficult to attract
candidates for the spatial sciences. The concerns of Generation Y/
Millennials (born 1977-94/1981-2000) – are markedly different
from Generation X (1965-80) and even more so than the Baby
Boomers (1946-64).1 There have been many theses written on this
topic and this paper doesn’t have room to delve into the differences.
However, some of the fundamental differences include work ethic,
values, social attitudes, money and wealth. Social media usage is
almost fundamental to Generations X and Y/Millennials, but it is still
used by earlier generations. Donald Trump born 1946, a first year
baby boomer is one of the US’s most pronounced social media users
and it is key to his campaign in the Republican primaries.
My son finished high school in 2013 (private school, all male
in South East Melbourne). I spent some time talking to him and
his school colleagues (approximately 20 out of a total cohort of
120) about career choices. Few were attracted to engineering or
technology careers. I recall only one seeking a career in law and
none in medicine or health sciences. Three were AFL draft picks
in then cohort. Most were uninspired by mathematics. Those who
did geography, considered it as just a subject to finish the Victorian
Certificate of Education (VCE – Year 12). Further, geography was seen
as just another subject to complete VCE, rather than career-forming.
In sum, the majority just wanted to continue to enjoy the good life
for the post-school years whilst undertaking today’s version of an arts
degree, viz. general business studies. As at December 2015, my son
updated me on the entire Class of 2013 cohort, specifically of the
ten who pursued engineering degrees, all but three have dropped
out whilst the three medical students continue.
Some professions have iconic images that do help to inspire
the interest of youth. The spectacular dazzling high rise building
towers or bridges for structural and civil engineering readily comes
to mind. Some professions are especially glorified in movies and
soap operas, with doctors and lawyers getting more than their fair
share of exposure through these means. The military forces, police,
emergency services also do well on both the big and small screen.
However, cadastral surveying is one profession where the outputs
are less conspicuous, and generally are fundamental to the outputs
of other associated professionals.
Images of surveyors behind total stations, placing boundary markers
or behind a CAD or GIS image on a computer screen may not be that
inspiring to a Generation Y/Millennial. Although it is hard to propose
a winning formula, one must keep trying. I am sure that the STF has
endeavoured to drill into the idiosyncrasies of the Y/Millennials as
part of the important programs of outreach.
Now for something complete out of the box – eminent Victorian
Licensed Surveyor and urban planner, Frank Bosco, featured in
Fairfax’s Executive Style, cuts a strikingly chic, taut and youthful image,

somewhere between Robbie Williams, George Clooney, Daniel Craig
and a mature Justin Timberlake – countering the community’s view
of the cadastral surveyor.2 Could this type of approach be further
developed? At least cadastral surveyors would be sharply dressed
and well-groomed!
So it is not an easy task to hit a winning formula to appeal to the
new millennials. The promotion of cadastral surveying using the
old favourites working outdoors, using mathematics, being your
own boss, using new technology largely doesn’t work. The STF’s
sponsoring of the Transit of Venus events, would seem to have had
no impact on attracting school leavers to surveying or the spatial
sciences, but considerable broader promotional success. Full credit
for these efforts. Unfortunately I don’t have the prescription for the
winning formula.

The American Experience.
The United States especially parallels many of the Australian
experiences. Firstly, the profession is regulated, but doesn’t have
reciprocity between states. Degrees are four years in duration and
associate degrees (technician) are two years. The US has around
42,000 cadastral surveyors (professional land surveyors – PLS).3
This is a factor of 100 times greater than Victoria, even though the
population is only 53 time larger. As with all professions, the US
actually requires an initial general bachelor’s degree from “college”.
After graduation, the respective American states require a competency
assessment period similar to articles in Australia. Perhaps one of the
biggest differences between Australia and the US is that Australia has
some eight surveying degree courses for a population of 23 million
whilst the US has around 22 courses for a population of 320 million.
In Australia, candidates generally attend the surveying school in the
local state capital whilst in the US it the norm to travel to another
state to study. The US’s online surveying and spatial site Point of
Beginning (PoB) ran an interesting series of articles of cadastral
surveying.4 The author Milton Denny, a veteran professional land
surveyor, concludes:
“It was 25 years ago that the idea of having all members of
state societies also be members of the National Society of
Professional Surveyors (NSPS) was presented at ACSM/NSPS.
Due to leadership at the top levels, this is now becoming a reality.
For the states that have not yet embraced this concept, we need
you to get on board. The leadership needed over the next 50
years needs to come from younger surveyors. At the end of the
next 50 years, I will be 125 years old, so I don’t think you can
count on me.
I truly believe that many of the ideas I have expressed can be
accomplished through a strong national society such as NSPS
with cooperation from state societies and boards of licensure.
We all need to pull together, putting small differences aside and
working for the common good of the profession.
Can we as surveyors control our future? You bet we can. In fact,
many of the goals I have presented are already being worked on.
Remember, we have the next 50 years to get this accomplished!”
Denny identified five main goals to ensure the future prosperity
of the profession, which seems to be gaining some national
acceptance in the US:
…continues on next page
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•
•
•
•
•

National Licences
Changing State Licensing Laws
Building/Improving State Societies
Education of the Professional Surveyor/PLS
A strong National Society.

In the US, what you see less of is land surveyors wanting to be
considered as spatial scientists. There is no parallel to Australia’s
SSSI in the US and a number of professional bodies encompass
spatial sciences as a technical level stream, rather than professional.
The largest national (indeed international) institution in the US is
the American Society of Civil Engineers and it provides equal full
membership standing to both Professional Engineers (PE) and PLS.
America has not discarded the surveying brand! The US’s huge critical
mass of cadastral surveyors could be expected to grow and as the
economy further recovers. If a Republican is elected as the next
President in 2016, there is expected to be a massive investment
in domestic infrastructure which will need to draw heavily on the
capacity of the cadastral surveying profession.
At this time we don’t see such a parallel in Australia and the split of the
profession under the SSSI and the diminishing focus on surveying by
Australian universities, presents a less optimistic future for Australia.

Cadastre 2034
Credit is to be given to the Intergovernmental Committee on
Surveying and Mapping (ICSM) for its consultative approach to
Cadastre 2034 and the broader goals have merit. At the FIG2014
Congress in Kuala Lumpur I chaired the session in which ICSM’s
vision was most capably presented by then Surveyor-General of
the Australian Capital Territory, Bill Hirst.5 Two underlying concerns
emerged from the session:
• Cadastre 2034 may be seen as being too geospatial-centric, and
for the main part, at least in terms of its recommendations, it does
not fully embrace the broad concept of Cadastre and tends to
focus more on mapping.
• A major driver for the Cadastre 2034 is the increasing availability
and improvement in handheld devices that are far more accurate
than most cadastral mapping in Australia. The premise in Cadastre
2034 is that market demand is driving the need to improve
cadastral mapping accuracy and a major investment must be to
upgrade cadastral mapping to survey accuracy and it should be
federated. Why?
I understand that ISV has responded to ICSM on Cadastre 2034.
Does Cadastre 2034’s vision offer future promise for strengthening
the cadastral surveying profession? Does it nurture or drive the ongoing efficiency in the practical maintenance and security of the
cadastre or cadastral boundary system?
Is any other profession – e.g., lawyers, valuers, engineers, architects
or planners, or stakeholder – developer, house purchaser or investor,
government agency – demanding Cadastre 2034? Is the broader
community being consulted? Is Cadastre 2034 a fit-for-purpose
investment?6 Is it an exercise in ensuring spatial empires, within
government being sustained?
Professor Ian Williamson provided very thoughtful conclusions on
Cadastre 2034:7
“At the higher education level we have seen a reduction over
the years in the emphasis on cadastral and land administration
issues in university degrees. This is not only an Australian
phenomenon, but an international trend with university programs
that historically educated professional land surveyors reducing
their commitment or even ceasing to exist. This undermines the
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capacity of countries to design, build and manage the modern
cadastres needed for the decades ahead.
So I pose the question that the biggest threat to modern, efficient
and effective cadastres is complacency. In fact it is remarkable how
well the current cadastral systems have evolved in the developed
world at a time when the political commitment to them appears
to be reducing at both a government and educational level.”
So it seems that the Cadastre 2034 vision, in spite of its many merits,
may not provide salvation to either cadastral surveying or geospatial
professionals.

Positioning of a Sustainable
Professional Institution
It is my view that sustainability of the cadastral surveying profession,
and more importantly growth, requires immediate strategic planning
by ISV. No option should be discarded until fully explored. The
success of a profession and its public recognition requires a strong,
recognized professional body and it requires resourcing. If this cannot
be achieved alone, opportunities for partnering or absorption perhaps
as Commission into a stronger kindred professional body could be
considered. Fully-volunteer professional bodies rarely function at
optimal efficiency or effectiveness because there is a need to attend
to day to day business and an office presence is required for credibility.
The Mapping Sciences Institute and the Institute of Engineering and
Mining Surveyors, whilst still in operation have little real status and
certainly no clout, akin to almost being virtual organizations. Let’s not
forget that both were members of SSC, but elected not to proceed
into SSI/SSSI.
Harking back to the mid-1980s (I became licensed in Queensland
in the mid 1980s after graduation in 1983) I recall discussions of
then ISA affiliating with the Institution of Engineers Australia (IEAust,
or Engineers Australia). It never happened and it certainly never will
now that ISA is gone. It may have had some chance when there
were almost 4,000 ISA members. Engineers Australia currently has
100,000 members and its vision is that 80% of its members will be
chartered (Certified Professional Engineer) by 2020.
I am sure that the absorption of ISV into the SSSI Land Surveying
Commission is not an acceptable option for members for a wide
range of reasons, the least of which is SSSI’s own shrinking and
its membership base is well below the critical mass of a strong
growing profession.
The Institution of Surveyors, New South Wales (ISNSW) has proposed
a South East (SE) Australian body jointly with New Zealand. Given
that the New Zealand Institute of Surveyors (NZIS) also is mandated
by the government to regulate cadastral surveying, such a formal
Trans-Tasman link is unlikely. However, the idea of a SE Australian
body may hold some promise and could be attractive to a wider
Australian base.
The Planning Institute has 4,800 members but stretches its claims
by saying it links internationally to 7,500. It is narrow in focus and in
my experience planners tend to look down on the other land-related
professions anyway. So, it may not be a solution.
For the past decades some have suggested the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS). However, RICS is really a UK body with
global outreach. Would it get traction with government in Australia?
How would it deal with regulatory issues? Land surveyors are not
the dominant group in RICS, especially given that cadastral surveying
is not a regulated profession in UK and is more vocation-based.
Further still, RICS is seen as expensive and has too much heavyhanded control.
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During my time in Victoria, I sounded out the Australian Property
Institute (API)8 which could probably be re-visited.
“Today the API represents the interests of more than 8,600
property professionals throughout Australia. API members
include: residential; commercial and plant and machinery
valuers; property advisers; property analysts; property fund and
asset managers; property facility managers; property lawyers;
and property researchers and academics.” You will recall that I
have been advocating this for some 15 years.”
Perhaps API offers the best opportunities and synergies for cadastral
surveyors long term. However, surveying would be something of a
commission status – that would offer a much wider career path for
young surveyors with the important network into a related area.

including a number of young surveyors, who have requested to
remain anonymous. (Can you blame them?) Finally, a big vote of
thanks to Associate Professor Gary Hunter (Principal Fellow, The
University of Melbourne, international consultant (surveying and
geospatial) and former member of both SBV and SRBV – Gary’s
wealth of knowledge, experience and insights going back to the
1970s was invaluable.
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In conclusion, we should reflect on the words of iconic American
General George Patton10:
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professions. The Australian universities’ almost total abandonment
of cadastral surveying, in favour of geomatics/geospatial/spatial
sciences places greater responsibility on both ISV and ACSV, as well
as SRBV.
Is it all about plungers and pliers? Surely the tools do not define
our profession. Rather, it is the outcomes we deliver, standards and
ethics, amongst other things. A profession is a disciplined group of
individuals who adhere to ethical standards. This group positions itself
by possessing special knowledge and skills in a widely recognised
body of learning derived from research, education and training at a
high level, and is recognised by the public as such.
Now is not the time for posturing, egotism, procrastination,
obfuscation, pandering to vested interests or political masters,
flexing institutional muscle or spin-doctoring? Nor is it the time to
acquiesce in defeat. Time is fast running out. Consideration must
be given to partnering opportunities and alliances, political pressure
on universities, advocacy of government and the community. Cast
aside life-boat professional and institutional survival mindsets –
focus on sustainability and growth. Focus on the profession and not
technologies. Keep the cadastral surveying professional brand and
push a broader market acceptance and more tangible understanding
of the value we bring. Ensure gender is part of the solution. Onwards
and upwards!
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Unlocking hidden value for vertical communities
BIM Enabled Land Administration
Around 50% of newly registered subdivisions in Victoria are
subdivisions of buildings. These range from two lot subdivisions
of townhouses, to high rise towers and integrated multi-use
developments such as Eureka Tower and QV. If the lot yield from the
higher densities in building subdivisions is currently not resulting in
the registration of more building lots than traditional land lots, it’s fair
to assume this will soon be the case.
With this growth of multi-storey buildings and other complex building
developments land administrators and academics both locally and
internationally, are looking into whether the existing 2D-based
land administration systems have the capacity to effectively record,
manage and visualise the spatial extent of stratified cadastral spaces
in the growing urban built environment.
One challenge is that the existing plans of subdivisions may not
effectively show 3D definition of cadastral spaces inside buildings
with various ownership statuses and irregular and complex structures.
Boundaries defined with reference to such structures, can easily be
misunderstood by an owner or other professional with inadequate
knowledge to interpret the relationship and hence could easily
misinterpret the boundary, or worse may create ambiguous boundary
definitions. Even a Licenced Surveyor, without knowledge of the
intent of the certifying Licensed Surveyor can struggle interpreting
plans of subdivision based on those structures. Another challenge is
that the multiple pages and complexity of some plans of subdivision
of buildings impose a significant amount of difficulty for owners and
other professionals to understand the 3D definition and extent of
rights, restrictions and responsibilities.
In response to these challenges, the viability of 3D digital technologies
is being investigated for managing complex ownership spaces
within buildings. One of these technologies is Building Information
Modelling (BIM) which provides a 3D digital and common data
environment for managing buildings over their whole lifecycle.
Within current BIM models, there is very detailed information about
structural and architectural building elements. However, there is no
information attributed to the rights, restrictions and responsibilities of
lot owners and Owners Corporations.

integrity is then reliant upon the system being fit for purpose, thereby
enabling all professional users and most importantly the community,
to access cadastral information easily and with confidence.
Being “at the table” will enable the surveying profession to ensure
that any proposed development of the visualisation or representation
of cadastral information is done in such a way that it does not
compromise the communities ability to easily access information
or its confidence in it. But, rather than use our engagement for
“cadastral conservatism” purposes we have the opportunity to use
our engagement to explore opportunities as to whether these 3D
digital technologies can unlock additional value in the Cadastre for
the community; additional value which was previous hidden by
current practices.
Licensed Surveyors are traditionally responsible for creating the spatial
and legal foundations for the development of suburbs and local
communities. We are now responsible for creating the spatial and legal
foundations for high density and exclusive vertical communities where
lot owners are collectively responsible for their local infrastructure
such as building structure, common areas and servicing.
The communal culture and the need for high levels of cooperation
within these vertical communities may drive a demand from the lot
owners for a better understanding of how their rights, responsibilities
and restrictions interact with building information and data. BIM
models can provide lot owners with information and data about
their building they currently don’t have access to. The BIM process
enables a collaborative design process which then progresses to
construction and final as-built information and data. The BIM model
can then be handed over to a building owner, facilities manager
or even an Owners Corporation for the the purposes of building
lifecycle management. That model which consists of information
relating to the design, manufacture, lifespan, cost to the building
and maintenance schedule for every piece of the building can be
potentially enriched with cadastral information such as ownership

Researchers with the Centre for Spatial Data Infrastructures and
Land Administration (CSDILA) at The University of Melbourne are
looking at how enriching BIM models with cadastral information can
potentially address current challenges in urban land administration.
Land Victoria has also formed a 3D Working Party consisting of
government, academic and industry stakeholders. Their aims are to
identify limitations with the current Cadastre and drivers for a 3D
Digital Cadastre, develop a definition for a 3D Digital Cadastre and
identify and develop high level technical requirements for 3D Digital
Land and Property Information.
Importantly for both the research at the CSDILA and the Land Victoria
3D Working Party, Licensed Surveyors are assisting research and
engaged as member stakeholders respectively. This is important as
Licensed Surveyors have long been regarded as custodians of the
Cadastre and are tasked with maintaining its integrity. The integrity
of the Cadastre cannot by solely determined by its spatial accuracy,
as a 3D model may suitably provide for. Rather the integrity is based
on the accurate and reliable recording of all rights, responsibilities
and restrictions whether they are spatially or legally defined. The
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Figure 1: An example of a private space representation in BIM.
Source CSDILA. The University of Melbourne
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cadastral information but also part of the cadastral framework could
enable lot owners to be more aware and interested in their impact
on the day to day operation and cost of their building and therefore
more engaged with their community.
To think dangerously, it could be argued that if a lot owner’s liability to
an Owners Corporation forms part of an enriched BIM integrated into
the cadastral framework, and that lot owner can easily and readily
demonstrate actual cost saving measures (i.e. Owners Corporation
costs saved by not taking the lifts), is it then fair and equitable that
they have a fixed liability as under the current practices? Or would a
“user pays” model providing for a “dynamic liability” be a fairer and
more equitable way of administering Owners Corporation costs?

Figure 2: An example of a communal space representation in BIM
Source: CSDILA. The University of Melbourne

status. Every communal space or facility in the BIM model can be
enriched with cadastral information such as rights, responsibilities
and even liabilities.
The Plan of Subdivision through a combination of boundary definition
and the Owners Corporation structure establishes the framework
for functional communities based on principles of fairness and
equity. Access to accurate information through a BIM model about
the expected and intended use of the building can only assist in
establishing a fairer, more efficient and more effective Owner
Corporation structure. In fact a BIM model not only enriched with

Being custodians of the Cadastre is a privilege afforded to the
surveying profession. However this does not entitle the profession to
act conservatively and not engage with change. With custodianship
comes a responsibility to ensure the profession represents the best
interests of the community and the cadastre. If change can provide
additional value to the community whilst maintaining the integrity
of a fit for purpose Cadastre (or conversely not provide it) then
the responsibilities under that custodianship require the surveying
profession to engage with change and demonstrate leadership.
Tom Champion L.S. is an Associate at Reeds Consulting
in Melbourne with 16 years of experience in the
engineering and land development industries in Victoria
and the United Kingdom. Tom is ISV President-Elect.
tom.champion@reedsconsulting.com.au

Congratulations to Dr. Leonie Kelleher
Richmond Lawyer Dr Leonie Kelleher has been awarded the National
Trust and City of Ballarat, Heritage Award for her outstanding pro bono
contribution to “Heritage Innovation”. ‘Of international significance’
the judges said, she uncovered the role of early surveyors in working
with Aboriginal People to ascertain local place names, key locations
and track and local features. Also, under instructions from the Crown,
via colonial land sales and Crown grants, these surveys ultimately led
to the formal dispossession of Aboriginal People under English law.
Dr Kelleher, Accredited Specialist in Environmental, Planning and
Local Government Law at Kellehers Australia, created a booklet on
“Ballarat’s First Gold Commissioner’s Camp”.

The innovation exposed the value of legal evidence in heritage
significance. Evidence arose from the work of surveyor, Rodney
Aujard and the Museum collection at Sovereign Hill.
Securing instructions from her client, Sovereign Hill, she ensured
that important documentation was not merely archived, but brought
together into a community education booklet highlighted the
significance of the Sovereign Hill Museum’s collection, particularly its
rare original Urquhart survey map. She also wrote a two-part series
for professional surveyors describing the key role played by early
surveyors in Australian history.
(Traverse #302 (September 2015) and #304 (December 2015)

We’ve been searching for someone like you!

Feigl & Newell
Professional Searchers

Professional Searchers of: Survey Information, Titles,
General Law, Crown Land Status, Historical (Environmental) Searches,
Covenant Beneficiaries
Suite 812, Level 8,
530 Little Collins Street, Melbourne 3000
Box 2343, GPO Melbourne 3001
DX301 Melbourne

Tel: 9629 3011, 9620 7022
Fax: 9649 7833
Email: info@feigl-newell.com.au
www.feigl-newell.com.au
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Land Victoria Customer Notice
Subdivision update, May 2016
Lodging fees from 1 July 2016
From 1 July 2016, fees for lodging transactions at Land Victoria will
change. Some search fees will also change.
The value of a fee unit, as announced by the Treasurer on 14 April
2016, is $13.94.
These fees are the result of the Subdivision (Registrar’s Fees)
Regulations 2016 and Transfer of Land (Fees) Regulations 2016,
which come into effect on 1 July 2016.
Comprehensive fees guides and a fee calculator are now available
at www.delwp.vic.gov.au/property-forms>Fees.

Subdivision Act 1988
From 1 July 2016
A plan of subdivision will cost $583.80, plus $180.50 per parcel (a
parcel is each lot, road, reserve and common
property created by the plan).
Examples

• the fee payable for lodging by correspondence
• the fee for an additional owners corporation
• the fee if the plan is based on survey

Survey documents required when lodging
a plan of subdivision or consolidation
Land Victoria’s non-survey guidelines will not apply to plans signed
from 1 July 2016.
From 1 July 2016 all plans signed by a licensed surveyor must
be supported by an abstract of field records, unless an exemption
applies.
Plans that satisfy the exemptions must still be lodged with an
extensive surveyor’s report.
For more information, go to the Plans of subdivision and
consolidation page at www.delwp.vic.gov.au/property>Land
titles>Plans of subdivision and consolidation>Useful links and
information. See Survey documents required when lodging a plan
of subdivision or consolidation for plans signed from 1 July 2016.

Not in Common Ownership (NICO) plans
From 1 October 2016, Land Victoria will not register a NICO plan
unless all accompanying transactions are lodged to resolve the
results of a NICO plan.
The transactions required would typically include discharges of
mortgage, transfers and new mortgages. Transactions resolving
NICO issues should be lodged at Land Victoria, level 23, 570
Bourke Street Melbourne; or, electronically through an electronic
lodgement network (e.g. PEXA at www.pexa.com.au).

PS with 3 lots and common property, the fee will be
$583.80 + (4 x $180.50 [for 4 parcels]) = $1305.80

If a plan is lodged without accompanying transactions, Land
Victoria will examine the plan, ensure that it is registrable and then
requisition the lodging party for the necessary transactions.

Registration processing times
The SPEAR website at www.spear.land.vic.gov.au now offers current
information about the number of business days Land Victoria
requires to register a plan of subdivision or consolidation.
It is generally suggested that it will take 15 business days, but that
depends on the number of plans already lodged and the complexity
of or errors on the plan being lodged.

PS with 7 lots, 2 reserves and a road the fee will be
$583.80 + (10 x $180.50 [for 10 parcels]) = $2388.80

Fees no longer charged
The following fees will be abolished, effective 1 July 2016:
• the fee for each additional title, where there are more than five in
a transaction
• the fee payable when a Certificate of Title has been nominated
by another party
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Please note: urgent requests are rarely granted except under
unique circumstances (which do not include poor weather,
settlement issues, contracts in place, council hold-ups or bank
delays).

Contact us
For location and contact details, go to
www.delwp.vic.gov.au/property>Contact Land Victoria.
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Surveyors Registraon Board of Victoria
Monthly Newsleer
Issue No. 20: May 2016

Newly Licensed Surveyors
The Board extends congratulaons to the following candidates who were registered as licensed surveyors in Victoria:
•

Mr Richard Mutape LS, from the Northern Territory, obtained reciprocal
registraon as a licensed surveyor in Victoria on 27 January 2016
(registraon number 2018);

•

Mr John Carmichael LS, who passed his Professional Pracce Examinaon
and was registered on 5 April 2016 (registraon number 2019).

John E. Tulloch LS
Chair

Professional Training Agreements
The Board approved the following Professional Training Agreements:
The Board convened on Monday, 21
March 2016 for Meeng #123 and
Monday, 18 April 2016 for Meeng
#124.

Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Russell Whing

Rohan Bakker LS (Hellier McFarland)

Michael Chionna

Trevor Kelly LS (Prior & Kelly)

Simon Bambridge

Mary Rabling LS (Absolute Surveying)

Timothy Steele

Richard Steele LS (Steele Surveying)

Benjamin Wolfram

Sco Jukes LS (Bosco Jonson)

Jean Auleebux

Brendan Munari LS (Smec)

Simon Schacter

Bernard Goodison LS (Goodison & Associates)

Jesse Gelfand

Rohan Bakker LS (Hellier McFarland)

Ben Cunningham

Peter Sullivan LS (Cardno)

Aendees:
Mr John E. Tulloch LS (Chair)
Mr David Boyle LS
Ms Rachael Musgrave-Evans LS
Mr Peter Sullivan LS
*Mr Mark Robins QC
Dr Mohsen Kalantari
**Dr Linda Turner
Ms Penelope Forrest
Ms Anita Davids
(Execuve Oﬃcer)
Apologies:
** Meeng #123: Dr Linda Turner
* Meeng #124: Mr Mark Robins QC
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Projects, Examinaons and Assessments
The Board congratulates the following candidates on passing their projects
and thanks their respecve supervising surveyors for their support and
encouragement.
Cadastral Law Project
Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

James McLellan

Russell Douthat LS (EDM Group)

Urban Cadastral Project
Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Glen Fuller

David Monahan LS (Barker Monahan)

Formal Disciplinary Hearing
A formal hearing into the professional conduct of Mr Phillip Pinnell LS was conducted
on 23 March 2016 to determine whether Mr Pinnell had engaged in ‘unprofessional
conduct’ within the meaning of ‘unprofessional conduct’ as deﬁned in s.3 of the Surveying Act 2004 (the Act). The hearing arose as a result of Mr Pinnell recording unsasfactory results for two audits conducted by the Oﬃce of Surveyor-General Victoria (OSGV)
with respect to cadastral surveys that he undertook in Moorabbin in 2014 and Chadstone in 2015.

Next Board Meeng
20 June 2016

In parcular, it was alleged that:
•

the audit of the Moorabbin survey idenﬁed 11 non-serious non-conformances
relang to the plan of subdivision and/or abstract of ﬁeld records and/or the surveyor’s report; and

•

the audit of the Chadstone survey idenﬁed 8 non-serious non-conformances and 2
serious non-conformances, the laer being:
◊ inconsistent and incomplete descripon/depicon of building boundaries –
“Example 5 – Building Subdivision (land unlimited in height and depth)”
◊ inaccurate dimensions to locaons of certain building boundaries – Surveying
(Cadastral Surveys) Regulaons 2005 [Reg. 7(5)].

In essence, the two audits idenﬁed a ra of quality and assurance type failures by Mr
Pinnell to properly check his work and to ensure compliance by his survey documents
with good pracce and all relevant statutory and regulatory requirements.
Mr Pinnell’s primary explanaon for his poor quality and assurance procedures revealed
by the two audit reports was that his mentor relaonship with another experienced
licensed surveyor, which had been entered into aer a previous adverse determinaon
against Mr Pinnell by a Panel Hearing held on 18 September 2013, had previously been
a relavely ad hoc and non-paid relaonship. This meant that when his mentor was
away or on leave, Mr Pinnell found himself without assistance, which was the case
when Mr Pinnell was compleng and cerfying the Moorabbin and Chadstone surveys.
…continues
on on
12
(connued
on page
page 3)
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Formal Disciplinary Hearing (connued from page 2)
The determinaon of the Panel Hearing held on 18 September 2013 found that
Mr Pinnell had engaged in unprofessional conduct which was not of a serious
nature in connecon with four surveys, pursuant to s.27(1)(b) of the Act. Those
four surveys had similarly been the subject of adverse audit reports which revealed similar problems to those present in the subject Moorabbin and Chadstone surveys. Mr Pinnell was reprimanded on that occasion and was required
under s.27(2)(c) of the Act to achieve a minimum of 10 FPET points in respect of
Cadastral Survey Pracce as part of (but not in addion to) the mandatory 15
FPET during each of the 2014, 2015 and 2016 calendar years and to maintain an
acve mentor relaonship with an experienced and qualiﬁed licensed surveyor
unl 31 December 2015.
In relaon to the two surveys in queson, the Panel considered that the two
audit reports plainly demonstrate a persisng systemic failure by Mr Pinnell to
adequately check his own work and to have suﬃcient regard to proper survey
pracce, guidelines and regulatory requirements. Given the severity of the
mistakes and errors involved in these two surveys as audited, and the persisng
nature of Mr Pinnell’s failures to properly assess his own work and to ensure
strict compliance with the relevant Regulaons and good survey pracce, as
idenﬁed above, the Panel found that Mr Pinnell had engaged in
“unprofessional conduct” of a serious nature within the meaning of s.27(1) of
the Act.
Under s.27(2) of the Act the Panel made the following determinaons:
•

that Mr Pinnell is ﬁned the sum of $1,000 under s.27(2)(f) of the Act (to be
paid to the Board within 30 days of receipt of the Panel’s wrien determinaon);

•

that, under s.27(2)(d) of the Act, unl 31 December 2016, a condion is
imposed upon the registraon of Phillip Pinnell LS to the eﬀect that he shall
maintain a regular and acve mentor relaonship with a licensed surveyor
in good standing so as to ensure the applicaon of adequate checking,
quality and assurance procedures by Phillip Pinnell LS in respect of all survey work undertaken by him aer the date of the Panel hearing.

Contact Us
Surveyors Registraon Board of Victoria
Level 17, 570 Bourke Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
T (03) 8636 2555
F (03) 8636 2589
E info@surveyorsboard.vic.gov.au

SRBV Secretariat
Anita Davids (Execuve Oﬃcer)
Anita Rudelj (Administraon Oﬃcer

www.surveyorsboard.vic.gov.au

Candice Shao (Finance Oﬃcer)
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The Journey:

How to create a business that works without you.
Every business owner starts their business with the belief
that ‘one day my business will run without me, and I’ll sit
back and collect the profits.’ In the beginning you do everything
because you have to, and then you get stuck doing everything. You
find it hard to delegate these roles to others because you’re either
not confident they will do the job as good as you or you’ll have to
fix it, or; you simply can’t afford to employ someone who you are
confident will exceed your expectations.
Over many years, we have helped business owners grow their
businesses from start ups to businesses with multi-million dollar
turnover and eventually create a sale for millions of dollars. On the
flip side we have also seen many small business owners grow their
business to a certain level and then just stop. The reason that growth
stalls is because the business owner simply does not ask for the right
advice. They don’t know what they don’t know! What you don’t know
will hurt you, as summarised by Richard Pratt, the once billionaire
owner of Visy who said “You don’t know what you don’t know, until
you know it”.
The Journey to transform a business from a job (which is highly
dependent on you) to an investment (a business that produces the
level of income you desire, with as little input from you as possible)
is depicted in the following diagram.

Growth
Marketing

Business Model

Sales

Cash

YOU

Profit

Customer Service

Team

Know Your Numbers

yourself’ from, so find out what those jobs are. By focusing on the
right activities and spending time working on the business, and only
working on high level tasks when you work in the business you can
transform the profits and organisation of the business to be less
reliant on the owner. Most importantly, what do you want as the
owner of the business? It’s your life and the business should reflect
what it is you want to achieve and accomplish.
Know Your Numbers – Profit
Once you’re focusing on the right tasks within the business, we need
to understand your numbers, to work out where your profit is coming
from, what products, services or customers are profitable and which
ones are unprofitable. Generally, 80% of your profits come from 20%
of your products, services or customers. So by identifying the 20%,
you can identify strategies and actions to do more of, after all you’ll
get 16 times the benefit from the same effort. The key to identifying
the 20% is to ‘Know Your Numbers’ and then to implement a profit
plan (budget) in order to achieve it.
Know Your Numbers – Cash
In the words of Lindsay Fox, “as blood flow is vital for life, so is
cashflow in your business”. The reality is without cashflow your
business is dead. Most business owners are their own worst
enemies when it comes to cashflow due to poor administration,
poor invoicing practises and poor or no debt collection procedures.
We often hear ‘I’m too busy to invoice’, and in the next breath ‘I’ve
got a cashflow problem and I need an overdraft’. There is a sincere
lack of cashflow controls and processes, and ultimately, fundamental
business acumen and knowledge. This lack of control usually limits
the ability of the business to grow. If the business grows as it is then
the problem only gets worse resulting in more mess to control. In
our view it’s your business and it’s your rules. Establish clear rules,
and make sure you don’t teach your customers any bad habits. If you
improve your processes you will improve your cashflow.
Does my Business Model Work?

Accountability:
Moving you out of your
business, and making your team
more accountable.

Systems

Focus
Strategy

$ and Time

Initially, your business starts with you. Every part of your business
is greatly influenced by what you thought at the time was the best
way to do something. From making the sale (sales) to making the
product (manufacturing), to delivering the service (operations) or
administrating the sale (finance and administration). If we’re brutally
honest, all of us would need to acknowledge that some things
were done really well while others were either done badly or just
completely neglected all together.

Before you start thinking about growing your business, you need
to ask ‘does my business model work?’ Is my business profitable
enough, can I scale my business up? Have I got enough cashflow
to grow? By knowing your numbers, and understanding where your
profit and cashflow is coming from, you can answer those questions.
The key questions to ask are: where are the most profitable areas of
my business that I should focus on? Who are my ideal customers?
Answer these and when we come to growing your business we will
be able to focus on the areas that give you the “biggest bang for your
buck”. Think about it this way, if your business is “crap” (or below
average), and you go and double your business, all you will have is
a bigger “crap” business. The key to improving your business is to
focus on the right areas to produce more profitable growth with the
least effort.

Focus

Grow by Marketing

This is the first step to success. Focus on the really important things
that make your business work, and that usually starts with you and
the other key people in your business. Are you doing the right things?
Are you focusing on the right areas? Are you getting the biggest
bang for your buck? There’s probably some jobs you need to ‘sack

When the foundations are in place and you’re ready for the next
step we start to focus on your marketing, sales and customer service.
Your marketing is vital as a small business owner and by focusing
on finding a niche and being known for it, you become a ‘big fish in
a small pond’. Your ability to stand out, and be different will ensure
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that you won’t commoditise your business and become a price taker.
15% of people buy on price, but 85% buy on value. Ask yourself:
‘what am I doing to build my brand, and point of difference?’
Grow your sales pipeline
The better your Marketing the more leads and enquiries your business
will generate. The key to really boosting your profits is to improve
your sales conversion, that is, the ability to convert your enquiries
into sales or jobs. Keeping track of your numbers – leads enquiries,
appointments, quotes (or tenders) and job conversions will greatly
improve your results. We have had clients who by improving a few
simple processes have increased their sales conversion by over 35%,
which in turn doubled their sales.
Grow by retaining your clients
The third part of a successful growth strategy is to retain your clients.
Numerous studies have shown that it takes 6 times more effort to
replace a client than it takes to keep one. Seeing as its more than
likely 80% of your revenue and profits that come from 20% of your
customers – you can’t afford to lose them! So who are you’re A and
B class customers, and what are you doing to turn those customers
into advocates for your business. This strategy alone could double
your business without even growing your customer base.
Your Team – Your greatest asset or biggest weakness
Until this point we have focused on improving your business by
changing your focus and your business model, however, you can’t
do this all by yourself, and if you try, your business won’t grow
either. Or you’ll be working over 100 hours per week. This is where
you have to look at your organizational structure, job roles and job
descriptions. You need to give your team increased accountability
and responsibility. The key here is to show your team ‘what a good
job looks like’. Does your team know what’s expected of them in
terms of their performance, standard and quality of work? The better
you get at making your team accountable for a result, the easier it will
be for you to step away from the business.

Systems – will dramatically increase
the value of your business
Your systems are key if you ever want your business to run without you.
By focusing on the right systems in your business, you can show your
team what a good job looks like, and by having the right procedure,
script, template or checklist in place you will make it easier for your
team to do a good job every time. One of our clients increased their
revenue from $8 million to $11 million and employed 3 additional
people just by implementing more proficient systems and making the
team more accountable. Key benefit: a more valuable systematised
business which is easier to sell and attracts more buyers.
Strategy – Are you in the right forest?
Never delegate strategy. It is your responsibility to have the ‘ability to
look around the corner’ and to identify opportunities and threats. Ask
yourself: ‘are you in the right forest?’ Are you in the right business,
the right market segment and the right industry? Are you leading your
team in the right direction? This is the area all business owners need
to spend more and more time on, because this is where the value
of a leader is greatest. Sometimes, leadership is needed in order to
focus on a few strategies and successfully implement them, than to
try and do everything.
By focusing on these ten key areas, you will gradually be in a position
to remove yourself from the day to day operation of your business and
start to create time, money and a better lifestyle. But it can only begin
to happen when you start to hold yourself accountable to someone,
whether to a Board, your business advisor or accountant. Strangely,
by making yourself more accountable you will make your team more
accountable and everyone achieves better, healthier results.
Finally, the key question you need to ask yourself, are you the
champion of your team or are you the obstacle? Don’t hold yourself
back from having a great business; you and your family deserve it.
Sam Polimeni, Director, SP Solutions Sebastian Caruso,
Senior Business Advisor, SP Solutions

ISV Member Wins Prestigious Award
Glenelg Shire Council 2016
Business and Tourism Awards
Innovative Business
BERRY & WHYTE SURVEYORS
Berry & Whyte Surveyors Pty. Ltd. is a surveying company based in
Portland which also services the larger Western District areas.
The company is owned and operated by licensed surveyor,
Roger J. Whyte, B.App.Sc.(Surv.) L.S. who has continued the business in
the area after it was first established by Kevin Porter in 1980. Roger is a
Member of Institute of Surveyors (Vic), Member of Surveying and Spatial
Sciences Institute and an examiner for the Surveyors Board of Victoria.
Berry & Whyte Surveyors service the Portland community in all areas of
urban and rural survey work ranging from property boundary definition
and subdivision through to engineering survey and set out.
The company aims to deliver a professional service of the highest standard
while being on the forefront of new technology within its industry. It is the
latter of these that sets it apart from other survey firms with the use of
state-of-the-art technology in the office and in the field.
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PTA Professional Development Program

Professional expertise was provided by Rob Steel and Adam Criddle
To continue momentum on the PTA Professional Development
who facilitated the training sessions and encouraged participants
Program, a third event in as many years has now been completed at
to expand on discussion topics from their own experiences. The
Trawool on Saturday 9 April. This one-day professional development
venue is specifically selected to be within easy reach of classical
event is a rural cadastral training day and hosts 25 Graduate
rural boundary scenarios. Members of the organising committee
Surveyors currently undertaking Professional Training Agreements
are present throughout the day to assist
(PTA’s). Sessions are designed to provide
presenters, and add depth to material that
additional knowledge and understanding
was presented. Attendee confidence and
of rural cadastral surveying principles and
enthusiasm was high and it is encouraging to
practices and/or reinforce knowledge gained
“I thought it was a great
see so many who are willing to get involved
within the context of existing PTA guidelines
opportunity to talk to others
and make the day relevant to all.
and requirements.

in their PTA agreements and
Feedback from the event has been resoundThis initiative is a collaborative effort between
ingly positive with some valuable suggestions
Surveying & Spatial Sciences Institute (SSSI),
get advice from fellow peers”
for future improvement. Enthusiasm stemInstitution of Surveyors Victoria (ISV) and
ming from this event is ample reward for
Association of Consulting Surveyors Victoria
– Candidate feedback
those involved in its organisation and a
(ACSV) with endorsement of the Surveyors
credit to participants who are embracing the
Registration Board of Victoria (SRBV). A
philosophy of this program.
small team of representatives from each of
these groups has been working together to provide a professional
This program will continue to be a great opportunity to improve our
development framework, training agenda and desirable learning
profession through quality training of our next generation of leaders.
outcomes that can benefit PTA candidates. Building knowledge and
It is enriching that so many attendees gained a great deal from
confidence allows candidates to competently achieve standards set
the experience.
by SRBV. An additional focus of this program is to foster a culture
of continual professional development in the young members of
the profession who typically have limited opportunities to attend
Corporate sponsors
professional development events.
Attendees deserve praise for investing the cost of the event and a
Saturday of their time to further their professional development.
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ISV welcomes:
Member: John Carmichael, Richard Mutape
Advanced from Graduate Member to Member: Alastair Davies
Graduate Member: Russell Campbell
Advanced from Student Member to Graduate Member: Bertrand Honore
Advanced from Student Member to Associate Member: Paul Sorrentino
Student Member: Andrew Chin, Tony Luo
Richard Mutape

Anthony Quinn

Current Work place: Goulburn Murray water
(2/2016-current) Licenced Surveyor, VIC.
Previous work: Ausurv Pty Ltd, Darwin, NT
(7/2012-2/2016) (Main Project (Itchys
LNG project) and construction surveys)
Eslers & Associates, Albury, NSW (10/20077/2012) (Candidate Surveyor and registered
Surveyor) Government of Botswana (20052007) (Licenced Surveyor) Orion Surveys (Zimbabwe) 2001-2005)
(Graduate Surveyor)
Academic Qualifications:
Master of Project Management (University of Southern
Queensland): 2014-2017 (In progress)
BSc Honours Degree in Surveying (University of Zimbabwe):
1997-2001

I am a Graduate Surveyor working in
Melbourne for Digital Land Surveys. I have
been working with Digital Land Surveys for
the majority of the last 10 years moving from
a Chainman through to a Graduate Surveyor
and entering a Training Agreement with the
goal of meeting the Boards requirements to
be granted my License. I originally entered the
profession as a Chainman in Albury with Douglas Gow and Associates.
I have also spent three and half years working in mining construction
in Western Australia, Queensland and Papua New Guinea. A portion
of this time I worked for myself under my own company purely in the
field of Engineering Surveying. During this time away I was fortunate
to work with a mixture of people and skillsets.
I attempted to start a training program for Survey Technicians
between Australia and Papua New Guinea based in Port Moresby,
I was unsuccessful at the time in securing funding however it is
something I would like to pursue in the future.
I look forward to continuing my professional development through
involvement with the Institution of Surveyors here in Victoria.

The Surveying Expo
will again enable you to gain informative educational
outcomes, technology updates and networking
opportunities in a superb venue with outstanding catering.

Surveying Expo and
the Surveying Industry
Awards Gala Dinner

The Surveying Industry Awards Gala Dinner
provides you with the opportunity to join industry,
tertiary and profession high achievers during a night
of acknowledgment, entertainment and fellowship –
complimented by stunning surrounds and six star dining.

are to be held at
Encore, St Kilda
Friday 15 July 2016

Note your diary – a day and night not to be missed!
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President Doug Gow presenting
ISV Graduate Member Bertrand
Honore with his plaque (part
of the ISV sponsored award)
recognising his selection as the
RMIT University Most Outstanding
Student in Surveying for 2015.

From Land Victoria
Building envelopes and restrictions
When creating restrictions in a plan of subdivision that contain
building envelopes, please leave the building envelopes in the
plan for certification by council.

to the relevant planning permit, or a previously lodged MCP
dealing. Surveyors should no longer make reference to the plan
of subdivision "instrument" within the restriction.

Any other details or information controlling the development
or building which is not going to be part of the certified plan,
must be referred to within the restriction in the plan by reference

Note; in large developments, Land Victoria may detach the
sheets containing building envelopes from the plan and attach
them to the plan instrument after registration.

The Board and members of The
Institution of Surveyors Victoria
acknowledge and thank our
sustaining members for 2016

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

GENERAL
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CALENDAR 2016
JULY

OCTOBER

Wednesday 6
Friday
15
		
		

ISV Board Meeting
SURVEYING EXPO and
SURVEYING INDUSTRY AWARDS
GALA DINNER

ISV Board Meeting
ISV North Central Group / SSSI Seminar

SEPTEMBER
Friday 9 – Sunday 11
REGIONAL CONFERENCE HORSHAM
Incorporating Board Meeting and Annual General Meeting
Friday 30		 Grand Final Public Holliday

Curly’s Conundrum No.43

ISV Board Meeting
RMIT Major Project Presentations

NOVEMBER
Wednesday
Wednesday

AUGUST
Wednesday 3
Wednesday 17

Wednesday 5
Friday
21

2
9

ISV Board Meeting
North Central Group Seminar & AGM

DECEMBER
Thursday
1
		
		
Sunday
25
Monday
26
Tuesday
27

Seminar & General Meeting
& Christmas Networking Event
ISV Board Meeting
Christmas Day
Boxing Day
Public Holiday (substitute for Sunday 25)

Solution to Curly’s Conundrum No.42

A railway siding has been laid (as shown below) to pass
between warehouses centrally along a 10 metre roadway
after leaving a circular curve. The tangent point at "A" cannot
be located with certainty, but offsets have been measured
to the centreline from the continuous building face at "B"
and "C" which are 20 metres apart. Calculate the radius
of the centreline curve, showing workings to 0.01 metre.
You may assume that the tangent lengths are equal to the
chord lengths for this long-radius curve. Note: There are no
transition curves in this problem.

Student Job Seekers (source: Surveying Task Force and University of Melbourne)
Nicholas Evans
Alex Mackinnon
Sabin Dhital

Nevans996@gmail.com 0428059280
a.jmackinnon@hotmail.com 0409003387
sabn98@gmail.com 0450457713

Boppishetti Rakesh rakeshboppishetti@yahoo.com 0402711523

Haoyu (Cathy)

Pang haoyup@student.unimelb.edu.au

Fuller Ding
Matt Hollitzer
Kaiming Sun

Please make contact if you can assist with a placement
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ADVERSE POSSESSION & GENERAL LAW
LAND, TITLE BOUNDARY AMENDMENTS
EASEMENTS & ROADS

FOR YOUR DIARY…

Peter Speakman & Co.
Lawyers
Suite 2, 1396 Malvern Road
(PO Box 72) Glen Iris, Vic 3146
Tel: 9822 8611
Email: speakman@speakman.com.au
www.speakman.com.au

The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria
President
Vice President
Honorary Secretary
Honorary Treasurer
President Elect
Immediate Past President

-

Doug Gow
Matthew Heemskerk
Adele Thomson
Glenn Collins
Tom Champion
Paul Kenny

Board
Michael Allsopp, Tim Dole, Scott Jukes,
Sam Lovelock, Alan Timcke

Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria
Representatives

The Association of Surveyors of Papua New Guinea
(ASPNG) is having a special 50th commemorative
congress in Port Moresby this year between the
27th and 29th July.
Many surveyors in Victoria have had experience in PNG
and would be very interested in attending this congress.
A special invitation is being offered to members in
affiliated surveying institutions around Australia and New
Zealand including ISVIC and a member rate of PGK850
(approx. AUD420) is being offered to members of ISVIC
for registration including the cocktail party, congress
dinner and farewell BBQ.
A link to the congress is at:

http://www.aspng.org/events.htm

Rachael Musgrave-Evans & Peter Sullivan

ACSV Representative
Andrew Busse

Traverse

The congress will highlight contributions made
by Australian surveyors in the development of PNG
both pre and post independence.

Peter Sullivan & Gary White

Executive Officer
Gary White

Patron
The Honourable Linda Dessau AM
Governor of Victoria

17 August – ISV North Central Regional Group
/ SSSI Joint Seminar
– Shepparton

Honorary Legal Counsel
David Vorchheimer, Partner – HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
Suite 207, 13-21 Bedford Street, North Melbourne Vic 3051
Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 • Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216
Email: isv@isvic.org.au • www.surveying.org.au

TRAVERSE is published bi-monthly. Articles and letters related to any aspect of
spatial science are invited and should be sent to the Executive Officer at the ISV
Office by the 12th of the month prior to the edition.
Statements of opinion expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of
The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria and no responsibility can be accepted in
respect of the opinion of any contributor.
Enquiries to the Executive Officer, Gary White, at The Institution of Surveyors,
Victoria on Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216

GARY SAYS:
The fact that there’s a HIGHWAY TO HELL and
only a STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN says a lot about
anticipated traffic numbers!

Email:gwhite@isvic.org.au
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Solutions to capture and manage your world

We’re used to playing the long game
and we want to be there for you in the
long run too – from finding the solution to
the installation, support, service and repair.

UPG, est. 1888, fourth generation
family business and Trimble
authorised distribution partner
for Eastern and Central Australia.
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